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AA challenging question in biology is how the different components of cells are organized 

inn space and time to carry- out diverse functions. In vacuolated and cell wall-confined 

plantt cells, microtubules are essential for cell divisions and thereby play an important role 

inn tissue- and organ-morphogenesis. The membrane trafficking machinery is necessary for 

thee establishment and maintenance of intracellular compartmentalization and plays a role 

inn mediating the cellular dialogue with the extracellular environment. Several decades of 

plantt cell biological research relying on static images of fixed cells provided us the 

glimpsess of microtubular structures and membrane trafficking. However, for a complete 

vieww we need information on the dynamics. The fixed position of a plant cell within a 

givenn tissue leaves only two possibilities for directed growth of the tissue: dividing in the 

lengthh axis of the desired growth direction or cellular expansion (growth) in this direction. 

Hencee the determination of Ene of cell division plays a crucial role in plant 

morphogenesis.. In plants, the preprophase band (PPB) marks the cell division planes at 

thee onset of mitosis. It is generally assumed that die PPB creates a memory, which is 

perceivedd by the cytokinetic machinery to reinforce of the line of cell division. This thesis-

projectt began with investigating what mechanism drives microtubular reorganization from 

dispersedd interphase cortical microtubules to the compact PPB. Understanding the in situ 

physicall  parameters governing microtubule dynamics is vital for further understanding 

theirr reorganization. In order to determine the four parameters describing dynamic 

instabilityy it is essential to visualize and quantify individual microtubular dynamics in live 

plantt cells. To this end we used the green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter technology 

coupledd to time-lapse confocal microscopy and applied it in continuously dividing plant 

cells.. Three different microtubule markers were used namely GFP-a tubulin, GFP-MAP4 

andd YFP-CLIP170. With this approach, we quantified for the first time the in vivo dynamic 

instabilityy parameters of individual plant microtubules. Like for mammalian cells, YFP-

CLIP1700 recognized the growing plus ends of plant microtubules and revealed for the 

firstt time die plus-end dynamics of individual plant microtubules. This indicates 

conservationn of microtubular plus end architecture. The dynamic instability parameters 

weree determined for it was found mat interphase plant microtubules grow at 5 urn/min, 

shrinkk at 20 j im/min and display catastrophe and rescue frequencies of 0.02 and 0.08 

events/s.. This indicates a faster turnover of plant microtubules as compared to meir 

mammaliann counterparts. Strikingly, during PPB-formation, the growth rate and 

catastrophee frequency of plant microtubules doubled, whereas the shrinkage rate and 

rescuee frequency remained unchanged. Together this makes microtubules shorter and 

moree dynamic. These observations and their quantification based on two and three-

dimensionall  time-lapse microscopy (3D and 4D microscopy) provided important novel 

insightss into the mechanism of PPB formation. 
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Thee interesting localization of mammalian CLIP170 to plant microtubular plus ends 

provokedd our interest to find out whether plants also contain similar proteins. The 

sequencedd Arabidopsis genome provided two candidates; namely Arabidopsis tubulin 

foldingfolding cofactor B and E (AtTFCB and AtTFCE), containing a CAP-Gly domain which is 

essentiall  for binding of CLIP170 to microtubules. Tubulin folding cofactors are 

importantt for microtubule biogenesis. Consequently in their absence plants display 

drasticallyy altered phenotypes. During our course of investigation, all folding cofactors 

otherr than AtTFCB have been reported. Therefore we focused on the analysis of 

AtTFCB.. Remarkably, AtTFCB overexpression induced protoplast lethality, which could 

bee rescued by simultaneous overexpression of a tubulin, indicating their functional 

interactions.. By applying multi-mode-Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)-

microscopyy we could determine for the first time that TFCB interacts with a tubulin 

insidee live cells. Our analysis of AtTFCB showed that it influences tubulin levels and 

microtubulee existence as described for other folding factors. Moreover, it pointed towards 

aa dual role of AtTFCB 1) in a-tubulin processing, to transform it into assembly-

competentt subunit and 2) as a reservoir of processed a tubulin. In case of excess p 

tubulinn (which is toxic), this reservoir can release enough folded a tubulin to maintain the 

criticall  balance of ct/p tubulin monomers. 

Signalingg for plant microtubular reorganization is rather a new research area with a 

significantt future potential. Isolation of plant a protein p90 (with high homology to 

Phospholipasee D (PLD)) and its dual localization, both at the membrane and on 

microtubules,, provided an interesting candidate for the long pursued microtubular-plasma 

membranee link. PLDs are enzymes involved in basic phospholipid metabolism as well as 

inn cellular signaling. By using living and dividing BY-2 cells we investigated the effect of 

PLD-activationn on microtubular structures. Our combined live cell and phospholipid 

metabolismm analyses revealed that upon activating PLD, cortical microtubules were 

releasedd from the plasma membrane within a short time (15-30 min). Also the 

microtubuless of the PPB and of phragmoplasts were affected upon PLD activation. Even 

inn case of taxol-stabilized microtubules, PLD-activation induced their release from the 

membrane.. Interestingly, the product of PLD-activity (phosphatidic acid) was unable to 

releasee microtubules. These findings are compatible with PLD being attached to the 

membranee by a transient covalently attached phosphatidylated structure. Because the 

PLDD is also attached to microtubules this mechanism enables microtubule release upon 

PLD-activation.. It wil l be interesting to elucidate which molecules can modulate the 

PLD-basedd anchoring and to find the PLD-isoform responsible for microtubule-plasma 

membranee link. 
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Duringg the PLD-microtubule analysis we checked whether certain PLD activators 

couldd induce plasmolysis by using the endocytic (membrane impermeable) marker FM4-

64.. Strikingly, in cytokinetic control cells, we noticed the endocytosis of FM4-64 and its 

immediatee targeting to forming cell plates. Based on EM studies of the fixed cells, it was 

generallyy assumed that vesicles produced by the Golgi Apparatus (GA) are the sole source 

off  material required for cell plate building. Our observation of incorporation of the 

endocyticc marker FM4-64 into the forming cell plates indicated the participation of other 

membranee trafficking routes in addition to the GA-secretory pathway. Our live cell 

analysiss together with immunolocalizations, pharmacological, genetic and Fluorescence 

Recoven-- After Photobleaching (FRAP) analyses confirmed fast and consititative delivery 

off  internalized plasma membrane (PM) / cell wall material for cell plate formation. 

Togetherr these findings indicate diat the use of mature prefabricated material via 

endocytosiss provides a fast hardening glue for cell plate maturation. Furthermore, it 

showss that all cells inherit part of their PM from their parental cells and explains why it is 

impossiblee to synthesisize a PM de novo from GA-vesicles. 

Inn interphase plant cells, microtubules remain only in the vicinity- of the PM. At the 

onsett of mitosis they also emerge in the cytoplasm. For investigating the polarity of these 

endoplasmicc microtubules (EMTs), we analyzed the dynamics of GFP-AtEBl labeled 

microtubularr plus ends in mitotic cells. Our results show nuclear surface originated EMTs 

groww towards the PPB sites and that their plus ends co-localize with die endocytic vesicles 

att the cortex. During PPB maturation, these endosomes formed an endosomal belt in 

juxtapositionn to die microtubular PPB. This area is maintained during spindle formation 

ass visualized by the discontinuity of vacuolar structures. During cytokinesis, the plus ends 

off  EMTs radiating from the prior spindle poles approached the cortex in a geometry that 

correlatess with cell plate navigation and tilt - correction. At late telophase, these outgoing 

EMTT plus ends again coincided with the endosomal structures at the areas previously 

occupiedd by the PPB. Auxin efflux inhibitor NPA, interfering with polarized localization 

off  PIN1, caused abnormal PPBs and shifted cell division planes. Hereby our results reveal 

ann unexpected link between the position of EMT plus ends, the establishment of cell 

polarityy and the localization of endocytosis for the regulation of cell division planes in 

plants. . 

Noww I would like to evaluate in short the outcome of this thesis. At the beginning 

off  this thesis project the general perception of plant microtubular cytoskeletal was 

underestimatedd due to the lack of information on individual microtubule dynamics. In 

additionn efforts to study mitotic plant cells where it is possible to visualize microtubular 

cytosketall  and membrane trafficking events were almost absent. GFP-reporter technology 

hass provided an ability to visualize, track and quantify molecules and events in living cells 
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withh high spatial and temporal resolution. Therefore we devoted this thesis project with 

diee goal to visualize microtubule dynamics and membrane trafficking in living and 

dividingg plant cells. If I look backwards, I feel that this thesis has provided ample 

informationn to understand the microtubule and membrane dynamics during plant mitosis. 

Thiss thesis has brought us close towards answering some of the long standing mysteries 

inn plant field; namely i) what mechanism drives the formation of PPB ii) what memory7 

PPBB creates that cytokinesis perceives iii ) how PM—attached microtubules perceive the 

signalss and reorganize iv) which membrane trafficking routes participate in building the 

celll  plate. This thesis has opened a room, which shows many closed doors. The 

experimentss which I foresee for opening those other doors are a) Quantification of 

microtubulee dynamics in overexpression and mutant backgrounds of PPB lacking tonneau 

andd abnormal PPB forming tangkdl plants b) PLD activator based mutant screen and 

GFP-basedd reporter analysis coupled to phospholipid metabolism c) testing the relevance 

off  endocytosis in cytokinetic mutants d) PIN polarity analysis in relation to EMTs and cell 

divisions. . 
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